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DOUBLE ENTRY ACCOUNTS 
FOR FARMERS 
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
IOWA STATE COLLEGE Of AGRICULTURE 
AND MECHANIC ARTS 
.AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AND 
FARM MANAGEMENT SECTION 
.Ames, Iowa 
DOUBLE ENTRY ACCOUNTS FOR 
FARMERS 
By J. A. Hopkins 
The purpose of keeping accounts is to give the farmer or other busi-
ness man definite and detailed financial information on his business 
to help him in forming his business policy for the future. Since the 
information desired varies with the man who is to use it, the type 
of books kept must vary to correspond. Therefore, this circular 
does not attempt to set forth any one system, but rather, to explain 
the general principles which underlie all stvstems of double entry ac-
counting in order that the person who is to use the accounts may adapt 
them to his own particular need. · 
There are simpler types of records than those to which the principles 
of double entry accounting apply. The "Farm Business Record," which 
is recommended by the Agricultural Extension Service of Iowa State 
College, is an excellent example of the simpler farm accounts referred 
to. The "Farm Business Record"· is capable of giving good satisfaction 
in return for the effort applied to it. 
But any brief and very simple set of accounts is necessarily limited 
in scope and inflexible in its use, and often may not be adequate for 
keeping all the data which the farmer may desire to get from his ac-
counts. While some farmers may prefer to keep the simpler but 
more limited single entry records, there are others who have had some 
experience or training in bookkeeping and who desire a more complete 
and more flexible system. Many of these men do not desire, how-
ever, to go to the larger amount of effort required to keep complete 
cost accounts. It is for this class that this pamphlet is intended. It 
is thought that this circular may help to refresh the memory of book-
keeping methods on the part of persons who have taken courses in that 
subject in high schools or colleges, and to help some other farmers to 
adapt a knowledge of commercial or industrial accounting to farm uses. 
It may also help some of those who are interested, but uninitiated, to de-
velop more complete systems for their farms. 
On any particular farm, the organization and adjustment of enterpris-
es to smt the conditions and the times must be made by the farmer 
h1mself, and in accordance with his own judgment. No amount of legis-
lation can make all farms profitable or all farmers successful. These 
are questions for the individual to solve for himself, and the wide 
variation in farm incomes bears witness to the differing degrees of 
success with which these questions have been answered by different 
farmers. 
BOOKKEEPING PLAYS IMPORTANT PART IN FARM SUCCESS 
To keep in touch with and fully informed of the details of one's busi-
ness is not an easy thin~. It is impossible for a farmer to remember 
all the details of transactions which may affect his business policy. With-
out actual records the manager is largely at a loss. He may re-
member some of the important transactions of the business and have a 
general but indefinite recollection of others, but he can not be sure 
and must base his decisions of business policy largely on guesses. The 
bigger the business, the greater becomes the necessity for records that 
eliminate guesswork, because the more transactions there are the greater 
will be the number forgotten. A business without accounts has been 
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compared to a clock without hands. It may be runmng, but there is 
no way of telling its condition or how fast it is progressing. · 
The primary function of accounting is to make available to business 
executives and managers such information as will enable them to exet·-
cise an effective control over their businesses in such a way as to make 
the greatest possible profit. Since the function of the accounts is to 
. afford information to the business manager, and since different types 
of information are needed by different men, it is obvious that the 
forms of· the accounts should vary to suit the business rather than 
be the same on all kinds of farms. Accounting furnishes a valuable tool 
to the business manager, but it is the methods rather than any particular 
forms which are the same for different businesses. This circular, there-
fore, treats of methods rather than of forms. Where forms are intro-
duced they are mostly for the purpose of illustrating the use of the 
methods. 1£ the methods are understood forms to suit the business 
situation can usually be obtained or constructed without much difficulty 
II-PRINCIPLES OF DOUBLE ENTRY BOOKEEPING . 
The basis of double entry bookkeeping is found in a recognition of 
the fact that each transaction involves both a giving and a receiving 
of value, and therefore necessitates the crediting o£ the account from 
which the article of value comes, and the debiting of the account receiv-
ing it. This is simply a way of saying that value does not come out 
of thin air and does not vanish into nothingness. There is always a 
source of any asset or property of value, and likewise there is, each 
time a transaction occurs, a definite transfer of the possession of the 
asset concerned to some person or account. The function of the 
bookkeeper is to keep track of the assets and liabilities pertaining to the 
business for which he is keeping accounts. In doing thu he debits 
.:acl• account wilich receives an asset or is relieved of a liabilit.v, and 
credits each account wllich gives up an asset or becomes responsible /or 
a liabilitl!. 
An important advantage of a double entry system of accounting is 
that it affords a check on the accuracy of the records. Since equal 
debits and credits are made for each transaction there is a balance form-
ed by each pair of entries. And since the entries for each transaction 
are in balance, all debits and credits must necessarily be in balance un· 
less a mistake has been made, and a failure to obtain a balance would 
indicate the presence of an error. 
Another check of the same type may be obtained in the Cash Account. 
The amount of cash on hand must equal the amount on hand at the be-
ginning of the year, or other accounting period, plus the amount re-
ceived, and minus the amount spent. If these accounts do not balance 
it indicates that sums of cash have been received or spent without be-
ing entered in the accounts. On the other hand the obtaininl!' of a bal-
ance indicates that the records are pretty certain to be both complete 
and accurate. 
THE PRINCIPLE ILLUSTRATED 
To illustrate the principle of debits and credits, suppose that John 
Brown buys a horse from Jim Smith, paying ~150.00 cash for it. How 
will the transaction be shown on Brown's books? Assumins: that the 
horse is worth the price paid, Brown is neither richer npr. poorer than 
before. He has merely exchanged one asset for another. He lias 
given up cash for which his Cash Account should be :credited, and he 
has received a horse to be added to those already accounted for in his 
Horse Account, which will, therefore, be dcbitrd. If he were to enter 
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his transaction in a simple Journal it would appear as follows :-the debit. 
a~ is always done, being entered in the column to the left and the credit to 
the right: 
II <Debits) II (Credits) 
II $150.00 l\11\y 1 I Horse bought 
I Cash for horse II II $150.00 
Suppose, however, that in buying the horse Mr. Brown did not pay 
cash at once, but bought it on credit agreeing to pay some time later. 
Then how would the transaction be recorded in his books? In this 
rase Brown has received an asset but has given nothing in return. In-
stead of exchanging one asset for another, he has received an asset and 
at the same time has assumed the responsibility (a liabality) of giving 
value in return later on. Therefore, instead of crediting Cash as was 
done in the first instance, he will credit the account in which he keeps 
track of the floating liabilities. This is called the Bills Payable Ac-
count and the Journal entry will be as follows: 
l! (Debits) ~~ (Credits) 
. I 
May 1 1 Horse bought 
Bills payable 
$150.00 
$150.00 
I II 
The entries above would be posted to the Ledger Accounts as iollows: 
----------;HORSE ACCOUNT 
May 1 I Bought horse \\ (~~~J.~J \\'1 ~ llll (Credits) 
BILLS P A YABLE:'--A•c-;::;:C;;;O;:-,Ui'i'N...-T"'"--.ll.----
---:------'"'----::lr<Deblts)-111 1 11 <Credits> 
~ \\!May 1 1 Jim Smith 11 I I I for hor3e 11 $150.00 
I II I I 
It will be observed that the amount of the debit for an entry is equal 
to the credit. Therefore, it may be said that in double entry book-
keeping the debit and credit entries are in balance. And since the en-
tries for each transaction are in balance, the sum of all debits and of 
all credits must necessarily be in balance. The accuracy of the en-
tries is suggested by the equal sums on the debit and credit sides of the 
book, taking all accounts together, and the presence of an error in making 
an entry is shown if this balance does not prevail. 
The equation of debits and credits outlined above is the very founda-
tion of double entry bookkeeping, and once the beginner thoroly under-
stands it, he has taken a long step toward facility in the keeping of his 
accounts. 
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III-THE NECESSARY ACCOUNTS 
The first step for the fanner who wishes to keep a set of accounts 
is to decide just what infonnation he wants that a set of accounts can 
give him. If there is no particular infonnation of value to him, which 
he can get by means of accounts, he has no business to try to keep them 
at all. Various accounting systems afford various kinds of information, 
and the important question to the farmer is not so much "should I keep 
acconnits?", but "what kind of accounts will most readily give me the 
partic11lar kind of information that I want!" 
Let us suppose that a farmer wishes to know and to have for future 
reference a record that will show: 
I. What he is worth at the beginning of each year and of just what 
types of assets an:d liabilities the net wort/a is composed. 
2. The amount of his receipts and expenditures during the year and 
the amount received from each source of income, or spent for each of 
the principal types of expense. 
3· The distribution of the expense and of the income over the fann 
year by months. 
4· The income on which it is necessary to pay income tax. 
s. To show the amounts of expenses and receipts from personal or 
other enterprises outside of the £ann, and yet to keep these sums sepa-
rate from the farm business figures. 
6. To afford a check on the accuracy and completeness of the records. 
It will be observed that nothing has been said in the above paragraphs 
concerning the costs o£ fann products nor the profit or loss resulting 
from each department of the £ann business. To find these with a reason-
able degree of accur::cy would require a system of cost accountinR', which 
would be mor-: complicated than the ordinary fanner would 
care to keep. · 
The next step toward a set of £ann financial records \\ill be to decide 
on the classification of the £ann expense and income that will best give 
the infonnation outlined above. 
The net worth figures will be found by taking inventories, that is, bv 
making out a Jist of all the fann assets and liabilities on each date for 
which the net worth is wanted. This will uusually be once a year, at 
the beginning and end of each accounting year, the· in\·entory for the end 
of one year's business serving as the beginning inventory for the next 
year. The method and the date for taking inventory will be discussed 
in a following section. For the present it is only necessary to say that, 
since ~he income and expenditure of the fann will be inAuenccd by the 
sale of assets or the purchase of new ones, the inventories and the rec-
ords of receipts and expenditures will need to be classified on the same 
basis so that the income and expenses concerning each asset will ap-
pear as properly related to that russet. 
The following list of accounts is !tJ9me5ted in ordrr to gh·e the fanner 
a classification of his receipts, expenses and inventories as related to some 
of the principal £ann enterprises. 
SUGGESTED CLASSIFICATION OF FARM ACCOUNTS 
.t Proprietorship account. 
2. Personal account. 
J. Investments (Outside of the fann.) 
4- Accounts payable. (bills and notes owed by 
person keeping the accounts.) 
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s. Accounts receivable (bills and notes owing to the 
6. .Interest account 
7. Cash account; 
8. Labor account. 
g. Horse account. 
10. Equipment account. 
n. Auto account. 
person keeping the accounts.) 
12. Real estate account (including land, liuildings and 
expense connected wi~h them.) 
IJ. Feeds purchased account. 
14. Old crops account. 
15. New crops account (including all crops except those 
for which special accounts are kept.~ 
16. Purchases and sales of livestock. 
17. Livestock products sold. 
18. Etc. 
The abo\·e is by no means intended as a fixed and inflexible outline of 
t.'te accounts. New accounts may be added or the ones named may be 
rt>arranged or divided to suit the convenience of the user. In fact the 
principal advantage of the sy~tem here described over most single en-
try !lystems, lies in the fact that the simple single entry systems are usual-
ly constructed with some particular situation in mind; and their weak-
ness is that they cannot be changed or adjusted to other needs. The 
double entry system is much more flexible and can be adjusted to al-
most any situation. For instance, it may be desired to keep a separate 
account. for Corn, or some other crop instead of keeping one account for 
all crop!l, or to keep a separate account for Poultry or for Hogs instead 
of combining all Jh·cstock under one account. New accounts for these 
purposes can easily be added, or by the use of a multiple column ar-
rangement which wiiJ be described below, it is possible to keep the data 
for each account divided into two or three groups, thus keeping the data 
en com separate front that concerning other crops, even without opening 
a new account for the com crop. 
IV-INVENTORIES 
An inventory is a list of the assets and liabilities of the business 
on some particular date. It is only by taking an inventory that a person 
can ascertain what he is worth, and it is only by taking a complete inven-
tory both at the beginning and end of a year that a farmer can tell 
whether he is richer or poorer as 1 result of the year's operations. 
WHEN TO TAKE AN INVENTORY. 
One inventory should be taken at the ·beginning and one at the end 
of each farm year, but when accounts are kept for more than one year 
it is only necessary to t:;ke one inventory a year since the inventory at the 
end of one year, say December 31, 1922, is the same as for January 1, 
1923, and therefore the closing inventory for 1922 serves as opening in-
ventory for 1923. 
The date which is to be used as the beginning of the farm year is 
largely optional with the farmer. In some respects it is most convenient 
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to take the inventory on March J, since operations on field crops tor 
the ensuing summer start shortly thereafter, and the stores of feeds and 
of last year's crops are usually at a low point, and are therefore easier 
to inventory than at January I. On the other hand, there is perhaps, 
some convenience in having the farm year coincide with the c::1lendar 
year. There is likely to be less farm work to do January I, and, some-
what more important, the income tax is paid on the income of the calendar 
year, which would be rather difficult to determine from books which ran 
from March I, to February .28. 
HOW TO TAKE THE INVENTORY 
The inventory includes first, a list of the physical assets and the bills, 
notes, or other securities owned and also of bills or mortgages owed 
either by or to the business which is being inventoried. The second part 
of the inventory consists in the values attached to these lists of assets 
and liabilities. . 
If the inventory is the first one that has ever been taken on the farm 
in question, it is best to go O\'er the farm wilh a memorandum book or 
some sheets of paper, listing each . building or machine as it is found, 
counting the livestock of each type and estimating their weights. This 
should all be done in one day, if possible, or if more thar, one day is 
required, the list should be made up as it would have been on the first 
day of the accounting year. This rought list should then be copied in· 
to the permanent form in which it is intended to be kept, the items group· 
ed to correspond with the accounts in the ledger. 
The next step is to put valuations on the assets which are included in 
the lists. In this connection it is well to caution against the use of 
unduly high or of fluctuating values. It is well to use a reasonably 
conservative basis of valuation and it is unwise to write up or to write 
down the value of inventories until it seems probable that a. changed 
value is going to remain at the new level for some time • ·Tile fanner 
\\ho is constantly chan!ring- the valuation of his inventory is very likely 
to delude himself into believing that he is making a large profit durinJt 
years when, for instance, land values are rising, and consequently to be 
more liberal in his expenditure than would be wan:anted by the income 
from the operation of his farm. When the boom in land or other type 
of assets collapses and the same farmer writes down his inventory of 
land again to the lower level, he is likely to think the year very unprofi-
table; whereas the actual operation of the farm may be as successful in· 
one year as in the other. A large number of accountants bold that a true 
·profit occurs only when an asset is actually realized on by sale. There-
fore, according to· this school, an inventory should never be written up 
in valuation because of the prevalence of higher prices in such a way as 
to increase the apparent profits, but the profit should all appear on the 
books when the property is actually sold. At the same time it wouhl 
be absurd to inventory Iowa farm land at two or three dollars an acre 
because it was bought for that forty years before and had never been 
sold since. The person taking the inventory should use his judRDtent 
and place conservative valuations on bis property, changing the original 
inventory value only slowly and when reasonably sure that the new value 
will remain for some time to come. 
FORMS FOR INVENTORIES 
Fig. I illustrates a convenient form of a GNJeral Inventor~ which 
can be used for a number of years without recopying the descriptive 
matter. This General Inventory will also show the financial progress 
from year to year as the difference between the worth of the fanner 
Dn successive im•entory dates. 
In order to get the date for the General Inventory it will be neces· 
sary to take more detailed inventories of most of the farm assets. 
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FIGURE I-COMPARATIVE INVENTORY. 
------ Jan. 1923 Jan. 1924 
Assets I' Liabilities Ill Assets II Liabilities 
Equipment ........ - 856.00 j 
,,, 714.75 ~ Auto .. --···-·-·· 948.99 I~ 711.00 Livestock: ............ Hogs-·-·- 135.00 I 224.30 Cattle _ ... _ 2070.00 
II 
1895.00 
ShP.ep ... - .... 40.00 
·I 46.00 Poultry 102.50 130.48 
·Horses _ .. ,_ !100.00 I 710.00 Feeds on Hand _ 543.10 1298.89 
h 
Cash _ ...... - ... - 88.64 li 43.83 
Accounts Payable 1271.03 
1!1 
1991.76 
Net Worth .. _ .. 4412.36 3782.49 
5683.39 II 5683.39 Ill 5774.25 II 5774.25 
Fig. 2 provides a form such as may be used in listing the detailed in-
ventory of livestock. It is usually convenient to combine with the in-
ventory of livestock a brief summary of the production of livestock on 
the farm for the year, and to provide some way by which the numbers 
of each group of stock may be checked up in order to be sure that the 
inventory and the production record are accurate. On this form these 
numbers may be checked up by seeing that the number of stock of each 
group that were on hand at the beginning of the year plus the numbers 
bought and raised equal the number on hand at the end of the year plus 
those which died or were sold or butchered. 
Fig. 3 is an example· of a type of form often used for inventorying 
depredating or wasting assets such as machinery, buildings and some-
times horses. · 
Fig. 4 shows a form of inventory that has been found convenient for 
listing feeds and supplies on hand, and for reconciling these inventories 
with the amounts produced or bought and with the amounts sold or fed. 
DEPRECIATION ito the slow using up and consequently the gra-
dual reduction in value of comparatively long lived assets. Let us 
take, for instance, a cultivator which is used in growing the com crop. 
In spite of repairs the machine will gradually wear out and as it wears 
out wilt become less valuable. This process of loss of value is called 
depreciation. Unless depreciation is taken into consideration in making 
out inventories a farmer might continue to carry the cultivator men-
tioned above at the cost when new and eventually would discover that he 
has in his inventory a cultivator valued at $so or $6o when,-after sev-
eral years of use-the machine is really worn out and valueless. De-
preciation is a real expense, recognized as such by all reputable accoun-
tants, and in a system of cost accounting would be charged against 
the corn crop or other producL Incidentally, depreciation is recognized 
as an expense by the Income Tax administration, and is deductable 
from income on which income tax is paid. 
The way in which depredation is usually computed is by estimating 
the probable length of life of the machine and deriving therefrom the 
percentage of the first cost used up each year. For instance, suppose 
a wagon is bought for $tso.oo and is expected to last for ten years, then 
the proportion of the first cost which we may assume is used up each 
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year is ten per cent, or $15.00 each year for each of the ten years dur-
ing which the wagon is used. . 
The inventories of Accormts Payable and of Accounts Recrivablc are 
most easily made out in the respective ledger accounts and the totals 
then carried to the Generallnt•entory. 
V-THE LEDGER 
The Ledger is the book in which all transactions are ultimately enter-
ed and classified with regard to the accounts or sections of the business 
which they affect. The Ledger has been likened to a set of pigeon-
holes with a compartment to correspond to each department or section of 
the business. There is no particular and fixed manner in which the 
/.edger is to be made up. Like a set of pigeon-holes or a filing case, it 
can be designed and made to suit the business and the person who is to 
use it. This is one of the principal advantages of a double entry system 
of accounting in which a complete Ledger is used-that it has such ~rreat 
flexibility. For "instance, in accounting for the purchase of feeds, the 
person who is designing the accounts can decide for himself whether he 
desires to keep only one account to hold :~II purchases of feed or to 
keep a separate account f"r feed bought for each type of livestock, or to 
enter feed bought directly in the account for the livestock which is to 
use it. After deciding what types or·items of expense or income are to he 
included under each heading, the process of setting up an account for 
that purpose is usually quite simple. 
THE SIMPLE LEDGER 
The standard type of ledger page• is divided verticall)· into two halves, 
of which the left side is used for debits, that is, for items which go to 
increase the assets in the particular account kept on that page. The 
right side of the page is used for credits,-it~s which reduce the assets 
in that account. lo'or instance, at the beginning of the year when the 
ledger accounts· arc first opened, the inventories are entered on the 
debit side of each account except for AcNunts Payable in which the 
opening inventory,-being a liability instead of a resource,-is entered 
on the credit side. At the end of the year, when the accounts are closed 
and the inventories temporarily transferred to the Proprietorship ac-
count,-the accounts are credited for the values of inventories and the. 
Proprietor's Account, in which they are assembled under the title of 
"Net \\'orth," is debited. 
THE PROPRIETORSHIP ACCOUNT 
The Proprietorslaip Account is the section of the Ledger which• shows 
the original and the accumulated equities of the proprietor o£ the busi-
ness. In some respects the other ledger accounts may be regarded as 
sections or branches of the Proprietorsllip Accollrrt. It would be pos-
sible to enter all trans~ctions in the one account, but the classification of 
the items and analysis of the record would be practically impossible. 
Therefore, the central or Proprietorship Auourrt is split up into a num-
ber of accounts each of which includes the items affecting a limited sec-
tion of the farm business. An understanding of the relationship be-
tween the Proprietorship Accourrt and the other accounts is very neces-
sary before a person can use a system of accounts intelligently and with-
•Sausractory acrountlng fonns r.uch as simple or multiple column Journals, 
Cash Books. 11lmple or multiple column Ledgers, etc., ma)' be obtained 
from stationers or booksellers who make a speciality of accounting fonns. 
Fonns which will probably be more convenient !or most farmers are now 
being constructed by the Agrlcullural Economics Section or the Iowa Agrl-
cullural J<;xperlment Station and will be made available at the earliest 
time possible. 
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out dependin~: blindly on the often convenient but very insufficient 
rules of thumb which accompany most of the "ready made" accounting 
systems. 
The Proprietorsl1ip Acco1mt is the central one of the system. At 
L'te beginning of the year it is credited for the values of any inventories, 
all of which are ordinarily combined in the one figure of net worth. 
The account which is to contain the record of transactions for each spe-
cific part of the farm business is at the same time debited with the in-
ventory in that particular division of the business. The credit in the 
Proprietorship Account for the amount of the net worth, and the debits 
in the enterprise accounts for the amounts of the inventories, establish 
a balance~ 
During the year, transactions affecting the business are debited or 
credited to the accounts representing the enterprises concerned. At the 
end of the year the inventories are treated in a fashion the 'reverse of 
that at the beginning of the year. That is, the enterprise accounts 
are credited for the values of the inventories in them and the Proprietor-
ship Acco11nt is debited the amount of the net worth. Losses or gains 
made in the enterprise accounts are transferred from them to the Loss 
and Gain Account, and then the net loss or gain on the business is trans-
ferred in one figure from the Loss and Gain account to the Proprietor-
ship account. Thus it may be considered that for convenience in keep-
ing and summarizing the accounts the net worth of the proprietor of the 
business is divided up into several sections at the beginning of the year. 
During the year the accounts are kept by enterprises, and at its end the 
invc-nto:ies and the Lc.so: and Gain item are brought together in the 
central Proprielorsllip Acco11nt. 
The principles which have been discussed above may be more 
readily understood by an example of how a very limited number of ac-
l"ounts are affected by several transactions. Suppose we imagine a set 
of accounts simplified to the point of unreality by conditions under 
which a renter farmer operates a business of raising hogs, with no other 
assets but hogs, worth $1000, and $6oo in cash, but owing bills to the 
extent of $soo. Now the sum of this man's assets is $I6oo.oo, but when 
we deduct the $soo which he owes, we find that his net worth is only $noo. 
Now supp~se we open a set of accounts to represent this business. 
The first step is tc,. enter the net worth and the inventories in the proper 
accounts. The net worth at the beginning of the year is entered on the 
credit side of the Proprietorsl1ip Account since the assets which it repre-
~ents are being trnnsferred out of the Propriclorsllip A.cco1ml and into 
JOHN JONES, Proprietor 
--=n=-a"'"te-,..----o-::IF=-o-=-u=-o.,..I-=D=-e-=-=blts Ill Date ; IFolioll Credits 
I I 1:' 1922 I I I I !I Jan. 1 Net worth lluoo.oo 
Acco11tlts Pasable 
II &oo.oo 
Casl1 
1922 'I II' II 
_J_a_n_._1 ........ I_n_v_e_nt_o_n.:..·_,__--'-_s_oo_.o_o tl,_l --.....:.-----'--.....::.---
~~~~-----~-~Hog~s----~------~--~~----1~22 I I Iii 'I Jan. 1 !Inventon· ! 1000.00 ! I . 
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the Cash and Hogs Accounts. For the same reason the Caslt and Hop.~ 
Accounts are debited for the value of the inventory which they receive. 
The Accounts Pa:!Jable account is credited instead o£ being debited for 
its inventcry as were the other accounts, for it is receiving not an asset, 
but tlte opposite, a liability. The entries will be as shown on page 12. 
Now, suppose that on January 10, Mr. Jones uses $200 o£ his cash to 
pay off part of his debt. What will be the necessary entries to record 
this transaction? The Caslt Account is giving up something o£ value 
and is therefore to be credited. The Accormts Pasable are responsible 
ior the expenditure o£ this cash, which goes to reduce a liability to the 
t>xtent of $200.00, therefore the Accounts Pa~:able will be debited to the 
same extent as the Caslt is credited, and the Cas!& and Accounts Pal•able 
entries will be made as follows : · 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
""n"'"a....,.t-e--..1-----.,-;\ ~gtfneliiis II/ D~a-:t-e--:-------,1 1~~=-g-=-t.!""~IC""r-e""d=-1....,-· 
1922 1 I ~~--~:--+----,-~~--
Jan. 19~ Cash on Acetl 31 200.00 j I ~~ 
COslt 
---,-----...,--.l..-l--11.1 192~ I 
\II Jan. 10 On Acct. Payl 
II 
2 11200.00 
Suppose the next transaction is the purchase of feed costinr;t $150. 
Agairt Casf1 will be credited because the transaction has reduced the re-
source Cas!& to the extent of $150, and the Hogs Account will be debited 
because }t receives feed worth $I 50, as shown below: 
CASH 
Date 1 FoJ.)J Debitsjlj Date I (Fol-IICredl .... 
---+-----1 to II I ·-----+-1 ...;•··_,.,..--1-.11--111 J;~.2io( Feed bo't. i 411150.00 
Hogs 
192:! I Jan. 20 Feed bo't 3 1115o.oolll 
Next, on February 5, Mr. Jones sells part of his hogs for $550 re-
ceiving cash therefor. The entries will be a credit to the Hogs account 
for the reduction in the hogs asset and a debit to Cash for the addition 
of $550 to the cash on hand, as follows: 
CASH 
Date \ ~~~~-~~Debits//\ Date 1r~gt-1J/Credlts 
F-:;~"'~"'. 2 5-7-~-H-o-gs_s_o-IJ-+i -4-:1550.ooill--+----+,-=-l:l}l- -
Hogs 
---;----;--..11-..::.;;.;1". 1~922;;---;-1-----:----,11--
1! Feb. 5 , Sold hogs 3 550.00 
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Now suppose these accounts were to be closed on February 28; the 
process of closing would be first to enter the closing inventories of As-
stts on the Credit side and of Liabilitil's on the Debit side of the proper 
accounts. Mr. Jones values his hogs which he has left at $700 and finds 
that he has $8oo in cash, and still owes $300. His net worth therefore 
is $1200 which he enters on the debit side of the Proprietorship Ac-
count. Now the sums on the debit and credit side of the Accounts 
Payable and of the Cash Accounts are equal and Mr. Jones will enter 
these totals under the proper columns drawing under them double lines 
in red to show that the accounts are closed. 
JOHN JONES, Proprietor 
Date I I 11 Ill Date I I II ......,.~~i----i:-F-o_ll,oi;;-D_e_b_lt_s_,lii-11-·...,.... ... +-----:-F-o_ll--ioll Credits 
1922 I I II Ill 1922 I I II Feb. 28 lNet worth II 1200.00 IJIJan. 1 Net worth 11 1100.00 
Accounts Payable 
~~~-----------~-----. 
1922 I I 1111 1!1,\ Jan. 10 j Cash on 
Acct. 3 II 200.00 U:Jan. 1 Inventory 
Feb. 28 I Inven· 1 !I Iii 
1922 
Jan. 1 
Feb. 5 
II tory I II 300.00 II' 
II 5oo.oo 1!1 
I 
Im·en· I tory 
Hogs sold 4 
l 
Cash 
II IJI . 
II lUJan. 10 On Acct. II 600.00 11 Pay 550.00 :II Jan. 20 Feed Dot. 
II I'IFeb. 28 Inventory 
I! Ill I II llliO.OO Iii 
II 
II II 5oo.oo 
II 
II 11---
11 500.00 
II 
2 II ·2oo.oo 
4 II 15o.oo 
II 800.00 
11--
11 1150.01) 
Hogs 
-Jan~19::-;:.2-...2-1-ri-I-nv-en----r--..----.\'~1~Feb. 5 !I Sold hogs II 3 IIIII 
tory 1000.00 1 Feb. 28 Inventory 
Jan. 20 Feed bot 3 150.00 II 
550.00 
700.00 
But the two sides of the hog account do not balance, the credits excee.i-
ing the debits by $100.00 Let us see if we can find a reason for this. 
Mr. Jones started out with hogsworth $1000.00, then bought for them 
feed costing $130 which results in a sum of debits of $I ISO. But he 
sold $550 worth of hoJ.!S and still has on hand hogs worth $700,-a tobl 
of $I250 of credits. The explanation then is that he tJas made a profit 
of 1$Ioo on hogs. Now since we wish to close all the other accounts 
in the Proftrio!torsllip Acc011111 we will transfer this credit surplus* to 
the Protril'lorship Acc.~unt. This is done by first entering the item on 
the debit side of the Hogs accormt to cancel the credit surplus and bal-
ance the account. Then the item is entered on the credit side in the 
Proprietors/rip Accormt. Now the Hogs accormt balances and may be 
•In a complete l!ct of accounts there would be a Loss & Gain account to 
whleh all such Items would be tmnsferrcd. Then the net Loss or Gain 
would be t."'=!-:rred teo the Proprietorship account. 
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closed and the Pro~rietors!lip Account also balances and may be closed. 
since the net worth at the beginning of the period and the 1,rain during 
the period for which the accounts were kept (which are entered on the 
credit side,) equal the net worth at the end of the period as ~hown on 
the debit side of the Proprietors/lip Acrount. 
JOHN JONES, Proprietor I ~~1·11 mn=a:-:-te~~----.,...1 F..-.~.-l·,=lr=-re ....... d=-tta 
F-~=~=~22,_8....,/,l-N-•e_t_w-or-th--!:i....:.::..-41llll200.00 1 l\Ji~~ I Net worth I 1/uoo.oo 
Date 
jFeb 28\ Gain on hogs 4 1 100.00 
1 1-11"""12=o"""o.=oo,+\llll~~,...;,;,..;;;..;;.;;;.,.;.;.,=ti--.:;.-4111200.oo 
Hogs 
J~~~; Inventory lOOO.oo11IIFeb 51 Sold hogs 
Jan. 20 Feed 3 150.00 1 Feb 28 Inventory 
3 550.00 
700.00 
Jan. 28 Gain to Prop. 1oo.oolll I Ace~L~----!~1~ ~----~--------~--~~~= 11 nso:oo I !I 1 ll125o.oo 
The completed accounts would then appear as follows : 
JOHN JONES, Proprietor 
Date \ / Fol·ll DebltB!IIDate \ / Fol·//Credlta 
....;1::;;9.::.:22:.._-!--------, lo 11 Ill 1922 . lo 
Feb. 281 Net worth I 111200.00111~~~ ~8l ~:~n~0:~~gsl 4 
1 1 1112oo.oom I 1 
11
1100.00 
100.00 
1922 ! I Jan. 10 Cash on Aeet 
Feb. 28 Inventory 
I I 
1922 I Jan.l /Inventory Feb.& Hogs sold I I 
1922 
Jan.1. Inventory 
Jan.20 Feed 
Feb. 28 Gatn to Prop. 
A eeL 
ll"i2oo..O 
Accounts Payable. 
3 II 200.ooiiiJ!!2f Inventory 11 II 500.00 
1 300.00111 
u-soo·_..o"'"'ot'*'n--+1 ---~, 1~ 
1 
4 
1 
3 
1 
Cash 
11922 
600.001 ran10 550.00 Jan20 
Feb2S 
IJ1150.0011J 
Hogs 
1111922. 
1000.00(1Feb 5 
160.00,,Feb 28 
100.00 
11 125o.oo111 
On aceL pay. 2 
Feed bo't 4 
Inventory 1 
Sold hogs 3 
Inventory 1 
200.00 
150.00 
800.0 0 
111150.00 
560.00 
700.00 
I~ 
lC 
In the above problem the folio column was used as a place to designate 
by a number the account in which the counterpart of each entry is to be 
found. Its proper use is as a column in which to enter the number 
of the page in the Journal or other book of original entry from which 
each entry in the Ledger comes. It is important that these page num-
bers be entered since that makes it possible to turn back to the source 
of the entry to check its accuracy or to get additional information con-
cerning the transaction. 
MULTIPLE COLUMN ARRANGEMENTS IN THE LEDGER 
It is sometimes desired to keep some types of expense or income sepa-
rate from the other entries in the same account. To do.this in a single 
column ledger it is necessary to keep separate accounts for each of such 
types of entries. But by the use of a multiple column arrangement, all 
the items concerning a section of the business may be kept in the same ac-
count and yet several of the constitutent parts of the account kept sepa~ 
rate one from another. 
Suppose, for instance, that a farmer not only wishes to know the 
amount of his expenditures for feeds but also wishes to know how 
much of this expense is for feed for hogs, how much for cattle and how 
much for horses. Using the conventional form of ledger it would be 
necessary to keep separate accounts for hog feed bought, cattle feed, and 
horse feed but by using a m'ultiple column arrangement, it is possible, as 
illustrated by fig. s, to obtain separate· totals for the feed bought for 
each livestock account and still to have in one account the total expense 
for all feed bought. This use of multiple columns. has a wide adaptive-
ness when modified to suit the condition at hand and will be found useful 
in a great many cases. 
VI-THE BOOK OF ORIGINAL ENTRY 
If entries were mad'e directly in the Ledger there would be a J;!reat 
amount of confusion and error. For instance, if the person making 
the entry were to be interrupted and called away from the books when 
h<' had not completed the entries for a transaction by ·entering both a 
debit and a credit in the proper accounts, but had made only the debit. 
there would be no way of checking up the error when he went to close 
the books. Also the Ledger does not usually contain enough space 
for a complete explanation of each transaction, and since the amount 
to be debited will be on a different page from the one to be credited, 
there is no place in the Ledger where both the debit and the credit with 
complete information concerning the transaction can be found. 
To supply these deficiencies of the Ledger, some book is usually kept 
in which complete data on each transaction can be entered immediately 
after the transaction occurs. For this purpose a Casll Book for trans-
actions involving cash and a /ormral for transactions on account may 
be kept. In its simplest form the Jour11al consists of a page with two 
columns, one for debits and the other for credits. It serves as a place 
in which to enter the accounting data concerning each transaction as it 
occurs and in as great detail as may be desired. The debit entry is 
made first in the column to the left followed by the credit entry on the 
next line and in the column to the right. In posting or transferring 
the entries to the Ledger the Journal serves as a memorandum to tell 
the bookkeeper which account is to be debited and which is to be credi-
ted for each transaction, and provides him with the needed information 
as to date, quantity, terms of the transaction, etc. 
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Date\ 
Jan.10 Bo't horse from J. Jones on• 
Accounts Payable 
Jan. 12\ Accounts Receivable. Sold to Smith 
Corn Acct. 100 bu @ .50 
I Fol-~1 DebitsJCredits to I I 
I I 
150.00) 
50.001 
150.00 
1 5o.oo 
In a business such as a farm, which does not involve a very great num-
ber of transactions, the CasiJ Book and Journal may be combined into 
one book called the Cash Jo11rnal. This is done by using one column on 
each side to rr,present the Cash Book and others to take the place of 
the Journal. The multiple column device may be still further extended 
to provide special columns for th~ accounts in which the greatest number 
of entries are ordinarily made. 
Fig. 6 illustrates the multiple column Cash Journal. In this case 
it is assumed that the most frequent expenditures will be for personal 
expenses, and that the most frequent type of credit will be from tlie sale. 
of milk. As in the case of the simplet Journal both a debit and a credit 
will be made for each transaction. For instance in the sale of hogs a 
credit entry to the Hog account will be made in the Miscellaneous Col-
mnn on the right or credit side, and a debit entry to Cash on the same 
line in the special column for cash. Similarly in case of the purchase 
of groceries a debit entry to Personal Account will be made in the spe-
cial column for Personal expenses and a credit to cash in the Cash 
E:rpendit11res column. All items for which no special columns are pro-
vided will be entered in the miscellaneous column as they would in the 
simple Journal. 
· In posting from the cash Journal to the Ledger is it necessary to post 
from the MiscellaneOriS columns, item by item, but the special columns 
are posted as totals, monthly or at other convenient periods. A great 
<leal of labor in posting is saved by the use of the Cash J ormral, for 
altho a debit and a credit is made for each transaction, twenty trans-
artidns, as entered in the multiple column Cash Jo11rnal, do not neces-
sitate posting forty items but only a small number perhaps ten or a 
dozen which were entered in the miscellaneous columns plus one item 
ior each special column. 
VII-CLOSING AND ANALYZING THE LEDGER 
The process of closing the Ledger begins after all transactions occur-
ing during the year have been posted from the book of original entry tG 
the Ledger,-It consists1 as we outlined above in the discussion of the 
I.edger, in a process ot entering the inventories and the net worth in 
the Proprietorsllip Accormt and then carrying the balances from the other 
accouats to the Proprietorship Account either directly, as in the case o£ 
the Personal account, or indirectly thru the Loss a11d Gain accormt in 
case of accounts which contribute to the income or the expense of the 
farm. 
•In making entries In the Journal the debit entry Is made tlrst and the nam& 
of the nc<'ount. Is written Immediately to the right or the date. The credit 
entry Is made on the next line and Is begun slightly to the right or the 
debit entry, the name or the account-which Is being CJedlted being written 
first. Explanations are written to the right or following the names or th& 
'lccounts concerned. This system causes the e-ttrles to stand out and be 
more apparent In reading. Following a uniform method of entry greatly 
facilitates posting from the Journal to the Ledger. 
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THE TRIAL BALANCE 
After entering dosing inventories and before beginninp; to close the 
books, it is well to take ;: trial balance to see that no errors have been 
made which will throw the books out of balance. T·his is done by add-
ing together all the debits of each account, and all the credits, and en-
tering the difference between the debits and credits in the proper column 
on a sheet such as that illustrated below. 1£ the sum of the debits in the 
whole book does not equal the sum of the credits, as shown on the trial 
TRIAl~ BALANCE 
Charles Dickens, Dec. 31, 1922. 
-.....,.,,.,-,-,....,--,-.,-------------+-..,..D:;;eblts J Credits 
Real estate 21,000.00 
Equipment 1,350.00 
Horses 1,480.00 
Cattle 660.00 
Hogs 160.00 
Old crops 1,320.00 
New crops 
Labor 660.00 
Interest 300.00 
Cash 300.00 
Bills payable 
Mortgage payable 
Proprietor's account I 27,130.00 I 
180.00 
980.00 
12,000.00 
13,970.00 
27,130.00 
balance it is evident that a mistake has been made which will prevent bal-
ancing the books. If the trial balance is out of balance. a systematic 
search should be made by checking the opening inventories and net 
worth, and verifying all posting until the error is found and corrected. 
It should be remembered, however, that while the trial balance will give 
evidence of errors which prevent the books from balancing, still the trial 
balance will not show up some types of errors. For instance, an 
entry may have been made in the ri~otht side of the books but in the wrong 
~ccount, and since such an error will not prevent a balance its presence 
will not be shown by the trial balance. 
In looking for errors it will usually he found that a thoroly syste. 
matic search will prove to he the shortest. A hit or miss inspection 
of parts of the accounts which are thought possibly to contain the error 
will miss it entirely if it is in some other place. Since many people have 
a horror of looking for errors in accounts and have little or no idea 
of how to procet"d, it may not be amiss to describe a method of search 
which has been found satisf2.ctory. 
First, check up each inventory value which has been entered in the 
book, placing a small check mark bo,th in the ledger and on the inventory 
sheet beside each item that has been verified, and correcting each error 
as it is found. Next, check the addition o£ the resources and liahiUties 
on the inventory sheet which has just been checked to be sure thatr·the 
net worth figure in the Proprietorsl1ip Accour~t is correct. The ·next 
step is to check all posting from the Jour11al, taking first all of the ·debit 
items as they occur in the Journal and then all the credit items, putting 
a check mark beside each item both in the Journal and in the Led~rer 
as it is found to be accurate in amount and on the right side of. ·the 
Ledger. Next. go thru each account in the Ledger to see if there are 
any items without check marks beside them. Finally, check the addition 
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in the Ledger accounts and the transfer of balances to Loss & Gain or 
other account5 in the Ledger. It is likely that all errors will be elimi-
nated by this process exc('pt an occasional one from repeatedly mistaken 
addition. 
The above sounds like a very formidable task, but as a matter of fact 
should not take over two or three hours on the ordinary set of farm 
books, and if the person who is making the search will keep his attention 
on it, will seldom fail to balance the books. 
THE LOSS AND GAIN STATEMENT. 
A statement of the profits and losses of the business can be gotten 
practically as a copy of the Loss and Gain Account, into which account 
the profit or loss fror:t each enterprise is transferred during the 
vrocess of closing the books. It consists of a list of the amount~ 
by which the credits plus the closing inventory exceed the debits 
plus the opening inventory in each of the accounts in case of a profit, 
or yice versa in case of a loss. 
STATEMENT FOR BUSINESS OF CHAS. DICKENS FOR 1922 
Loss Gain 
Equipment 350.00 Cattle 690.00 
Horses 180.00 Hogs 1040.00 
Old crops 1320.00 New crops 1820.00. 
Labor 560.00 
Interest 300.00 
Net gain to prop. 840.00 
3550.00 3550.00 
This statement shows the net income or loss from each account. and 
also the net profit or loss from the business as a whole. 
STATE:\IENT OF RESOURCES AND LIABILITIES 
The Statrment of Reso11rces and Liabilities shows the net worth of thr. 
proprietor and also shows how that net worth is composed. The State-
tlltlll of Rrso11rces and Liabilities contains the same material as the com-
parative Gl'neral Inventory, but is a statement for one particular date on-
ly and is somewhat more convenient in form for presentation at a bank 
when asking for a loan or for other similar purposes. 
STATEMENT OF RESOURCES AND LIADILITIES 
OF CHAS. DICKENS 
Real estate 
Equipment 
Horses 
Cattle 
Hogs 
New crops 
Cash 
Resources 
21,000.00 
1,000.00 
1,300.00 
1,350.00 
1,200.00 
1,640.00 
300.00 
27,790.00 
Dec. 31, 1922 
Llabflltles 
Bills payable 980.00 
Mortgage pa)·able 12,000.00 
Proprietors' net 
worth 14,810.00 
27,790.00 
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THE FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
A complete financial statement showing the Resources and Liabilitier, 
the Losses and Gains, and a summary of the business for the year m:iy 
be gotten by combining the Trial Balance taken before entering the Clos-
in.Q Inventory, the Resoura and Liabilit.v Statement, and the Loss and 
Gain Statement in a single statement such as that shown below. It will 
be observed that for each account the difference between the debits and 
liabilities on the one hand, and the credits and resources on the other 
equal the 'loss or the gain. thus affording a check on the accuracy of 
the statement. This is one of the most useful of all statements, sinC'e 
it affords information on several of the most important aspects of the 
business, in a conveniently concentrated form. 
SIX COLUMN FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR THE 
BUSINESS OF CHAS. DICKENS 
Dec. 31, 1922 
IDe bits I Credits! Resources! Liabilities I Loss 1 Gain-
Real estate 21,0001 I 21,000 ,. I Equipment 1,350 I 1,000 350 
Horses 1,4801 I 1,300 I 180 
Cattle . 6601 I 1,350 I 1 690 Hogs 1601 I 1,200 1,040 
Old crops 1,3201 I 11,320 I 
New crops I 180 I 1,640 I 11,820 
Labor 5601 I I 560 I 
Interest 3001 
980 I I 300 I Cash 3001 300 I Bllls payable 980 I Mortgage payable 12.000 I 12,000 
Proprietor's acc't. 13,970 14,810 
Net gain I I 840 I 
1 27,1301 27,130 I 27,790! 27,790 13,550 13,550 
THE INCOME STATE~IENT 
A convenient form of summarizing the income and expense of the 
business for assistance in making income tax returns etc, may be mad'! 
in a form similar to the accompanyin~ Farm Income Sunamar.\'. In 
this statement the income and expense JS classified as to source and type. 
FIG. ;-FAI<M INCOME SUMMARY FOR 1923 
FARM OF JOHN BROWN 
Income: 
Crop sales • · •• • • • ·• • •• • • • • •• • •• • ••• •• • •••••• 
Livestock and products • • •• • · •• • ••.•••.••.••. 
Miscellaneous cash income • • • • • •••..•.•••••..• 
$r86r.66 
830.l.o8 
6 . .r;o 
Total cash income • • • • • • • • • • • · • • • · · • • • · • • • • · • • • • ••••••.• 9991.24 
Farm products used by household .. • .. • .... · · .. • • ........... .' 768.30 
Total farm income • • • • • · • • • • • • • • · • •• • · · · • • • • • . • • • • . • • . • • 10759-54 
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Expense: 
Interest oaid • · •••. · •• · • · · • • · · · · · · • · • • · • · • · · 
Rent ••••••••••• ••··•·•···•••·•·•• ·••••·• 
Labor •·•·• ·•• •·•· ••••···· · ·••·•·· ·•••· · ·· 
Feeds bought · · .. • • . • • · • • • . • • •·• • . · . · · · · · • · · 
Livestock bought • . • •.• • • • • • . • • • . • • • · · · • • • • · • 
Miscellaneous livestock expense .••.• • • • • · · • • · 
Equipment expense ••..••..••.••.•.• • •• · • • • • · 
Auto expense • • ••.. • • . · · · · · · • · · • · • · · • · · · · • • · • 
Other cash expense ••..•• · .•••. · •••• • • • • • · • • • 
us.79 
s66.90 
669.71 
956.09 
2g02.13 
130./9. 
l/2.25 
126.81 
394-58 
Total cash expense • .•••... · . • .•. • .• · • • • • · • · • · • · · · · · • · · · • 
Decrease in inventory •. • • • • • . • ... • • • · • • • • • · • • • • • • • • • · • · · · · • 
Labor, etc., furnished by household ........ · .... · • ........ · .. 
Total expense •• • •••.. • •..• · ·• · • • • • • · • • • · · • · • · · • · · ·. 
Net farm income •..•• · .. • ...• • • . • • • • • • • • • • · · • • • • · • · · · • 
0035.05 
907-04 
1364.00 
8Jo6.()() 
2453·54 
Total •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 10759·54 
Source and Disposition of Total Income 
Farm, net income ......... · • .. ~ ...... • • • • .. .. .. .. 245345 
Operntor and family labor .......... • .... • .. • .... • 1364.oo 
Personal income • • .• •• • • .. •• • .•. • • • • • • · • • • • · • • • • 20.22 
Total income of Farmer • •• · • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • · • • • • • · • · • • • • 3837.67 
Disposition of IIICGm~ 
Personal withdrawals from business • • • · • · • • • • 
Farm products used by household ...... • · : .. . 
Expense on outside investments • ••. • · • • • · • • · • 
Increase in net wortlt • · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · · • • · • • · 
Total •••••••.••••••• , •••••••••••••••• 
2U8.:;8 
768~10 
J4.00 
916.67 
As to source; the income or expense on each principal enterprise ls 
entered separately, and as to type, the income from each enterprise 
is separated into income in the form of cash, income in the form of in-
creased inventories and income which is accrued or due but not yet 
received. If no account is taken of farm produce used by the house-
hold, or of the contributions of the operator and family to the business, 
the accounts become somewhat more simple and the income statement 
much more so. Allowances for family labor, interest on the operator's 
capital, etc., can be deducted after it has been found what income the 
farm yielded above the operating expenses. 
In computing taxable income to make income tax returns it will be 
necessary to make a few minor adjustments in the income statement pre-
sented here. For instance the value of farm products used by household 
constitutes part of the income from the farm, but is not taxable income 
and is therefore to be deducted from the farm income. Also the cost 
of groceries, etc., which were purchased for the use of farm labor may 
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be added to the farm expense instead of remaining as a personal ex-
pense. The share of the expenses and depreciation on the car which is 
chargeable to personal use is not allowable as a farm expense and is to 
be deducted from that expense, etc. 
Accounting data must be interpreted in the light of the purposes and 
policies of the manager of the business and with a knowledge of con-
ditions in that and related industries, which is not likely to be shown 
in the accounts. In other words, the person for whose use the records 
are kept is the one best fitted to analyze and interpret them. Data 
with little or no meaning to anyone unacquainted with a particular farm 
may be highly significant to the man who manages it. 
Any attempt to prescribe a specific set of forms and a manner of 
analyzing all farm businesses would, therefore, be of little use. But 
there are some questions which will need to be answered for nearly all 
businesses. For instance, the proprietor of the business will certain-
ly want to know the conditions of the business as to solvency. He will 
not only want to know the amount by which his assets exceed his lia-
bilities, but be will also want to know whether he will have liquid assets 
sufficient to meet his li~bilities as they come due. 
The records should be examined to ascertain the degree of solvency 
or the ratio between the assets and the liabilities, and there should also 
be data available to indicate the rate of progress of the business or the 
rate at which the net worth is growing or diminishing. On the last 
point the rate of turnover may be found by expressing the income of 
the business as a percentage of the investment. Comparable to the rate 
of turnover, the rate of growth may be expressed as the percentage in-
crease of the net worth each year. 
There are various tests of financial safety and numerous significant 
ratios that may be obtained from the mater1al in the accounts. The 
ratio between the volumes of sales and the investments in various types 
of assets will often suggest where it may be welt to keep the investment 
as small as possible, and where expansions carry with them the Jrreatest 
possibilities for increasing the volume of the business and its income. 
As to margins of safety, probably the most significant ratio is that be-
tween the income of the business and the fixed expenses. A business 
is in a very weak position if the fixed expenses as interest on mortgages, 
taxes, etc., becomes as great as the mirumum expected income, for al-
tho the business may be ultimately solvent. the failure to pay interest 
·on a mortgage may lead to the forclosure of the mortgage and the clos-
ing out of the business. 
Fig. 8 illustrates some of the -efficiency factors and significant figures 
from accounts which may be used in examining the farm business and 
· Itt comparing the effectiveness of the organization of one farm with that 
of another. This is essentially a page from the "Farm Business Rec· 
ord,'' which has been mentioned above, but similar data may be obtain· 
ed from other types of accounts as well 
The ana~sis of the accounts is the most important part of accountin~r, 
and there 1s no object in keeping a record of a farmer's business trans· 
actions unless he is to get definte information from it both durin~t" and 
at the end of the year. The forms and statements described above are 
widely used in the interpretation of accountin~t data and will prove 
useful in the analysis of almost any business. But it is not presumed 
that these will complete the analysis. Each farmer will want more 
detailed data on some enterprises in which he is particularly interested. 
The object of the methods described above is to Stet information con· 
ceming the business into a form in which it is readily available for an· 
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alysis. From this point the- operator of each business is the one best 
qualified to examine his own data and interpret it in the light of his 
own business policy. 
FIG. 8 MEASUREMENTS OF FARM SIZE AND EFFICIENCY. 
FARM OF JOHN BROWN. YEAR-1923 
I This I Ave. of 44• Farm Iowa Farms 
!SIZE OF BUSINESS 
{I 
I $ 
I (36,790.00 Real Est. Total capital 
16,399.43 I (6,813.00 Other cap 
Total number of acres 360 I 196 Acres of crops grown 313 128 Months of man labor 26 20.6 Livestock units 87 
I Acres I Yield I Acres I Yield per per Acre I 1 Acre 
CROP YIELDS AND ACREAGE I Corn 186 48 66 46.8 Oats 101 47 32.4 44 Hay 26 .'l 18.6 I 1.8 Other crops 1 
-
26 
LIVESTOCK RETURNS 
Returns per $100 worth of 
feed fed 164.84 132 
Percent of receipts from stock "85 87.8 
EFFICIENCY IN USE OF LABOR 
Crop acres per man 140 73.3 
Crop acres per horse 31 20.8 
Livestock units per mall 40 
--Profit for management $2463.46 -185.00 (Loss) 
Gross Income per dollar_ of 
( Investment (turnover) .66 .08 Profit per dollar or Investment .16 -.004 
•Data. for use In comparinG' a particular farm with others In the same part 
of the state can oo obtained from the Agricultural Extension Service 
at Ames. 
